
    
TEAM DAY OPTIONS:    

All experiences are delivered in the Inspiring Creativity Studio on Lydney Park Estate 

    

• BASIC MOSAIC WORKSHOP EXPERIENCE: £28pp     

Get crafty and learn the art of mosaic in a workshop suitable for beginners. Choose to make a 

unique mosaic from a variety of shapes for INDOOR use only (approximately 17cm), including 

a heart, bee, beach hut and rainbow. Price includes materials and tea and biscuits. Bubbles 

and cocktails available, but not included in workshop price. This workshop lasts for 2 and ¼ 

hours. (Requires a minimum of 6 to book) 

  

• STANDARD CRAFTERNOON EXPERIENCE: £40pp    

A fun mosaic making session, followed by a traditional cream tea (scones) served on vintage 

china. Choose to make a unique mosaic from a variety of shapes for INDOORS only 

(approximately 17cm), including a heart, bee, beach hut and rainbow.  Workshop lasts 3 hours. 
(Requires a minimum of 6 to book) 

    

• LUXURY CRAFTERNOON EXPERIENCE: £59pp    

A fun mosaic making session, followed by delicious afternoon tea (selection of sandwiches and 

cakes) and a glass of bubbles. Choose to make a unique mosaic from a variety of shapes for 

INDOORS only (approximately 17cm), including a heart, bee, beach hut and rainbow.  

Workshop lasts 3 hours. (Requires a minimum of 6 to book) 

    

• G&T EXPERIENCE - GIN AND TITS £55pp   

Start the afternoon with a gin tasting experience, from several local gin distilleries, then create a 

pair of quirky mosaic tit coasters, complete with titty tassels!  Size of coasters 10cm. Workshop 

lasts 4 hours. (Requires a minimum of 10 to book) 

    

• THEMED EVENT from £69pp   

Combine mosaic making with delicious food, cocktails and music. Choose from Grease, Spain, 

Mexican, Grease or a Night at the Musicals, or, suggest your own theme.  Includes materials to 

make a 20cm mosaic, themed food and one cocktail.  (Requires a minimum of 10 to book) 
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